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Section 1: Background and Methodology 

1 Introduction and Background 
The Alma Mater Society’s Services (hereafter “AMS Services”) include a number of services that are 

outlined in AMS Code of Procedure Section X: Student Services. Current services include: 

 Food Bank,  

 Safewalk,  

 Speakeasy Student Support,  

 Advocacy Office,  

 Tutoring Service,  

 Vice,  

 Entrepreneurship Hub and the 

 Sexual Assault Support Centre (SASC).  

The AMS Services’ main mandate and mission are outlined in Code, and are driven by “offering services 

and resources to the membership which are in significant demand and aim to further the well-being of 

the membership as a whole. The AMS SASC’s mandate is to "serve as an all genders service for the UBC 

Vancouver campus community, providing support services to all survivors of violence, abuse, and 

harassment on campus.” 

The AMS’s objectives and guiding principles were laid out in the Mission Statement that was approved by 

Council back in 1994. Then, students solidified the AMS’ overarching raison d'être: “To improve the quality 

of the educational, social, and personal lives of the students of UBC.” Financially supported by members 

through a contribution of student fees, AMS Services and the SASC continue to strive towards fulfilling the 

society’s mandate in support of students of the University of British Columbia, Regent College, Saint 

Mark's College, and the Vancouver School of Theology.  

The needs and demands of students are ever-changing and AMS Services ought to be able to adapt to 

these changes. The diverse student population of UBC & the affiliated colleges have different priorities in 

maintaining their academic, physical and mental health which are constantly being shaped by new 

discoveries and cultural shifts within post-secondary institutions. Hussam Zbeeb (AMS SSM 2016-2017) 

correctly stated: “For the Services to fulfill their mandate, the AMS must continuously strive to reevaluate 

existing offerings to ensure that they fall in line with the changing needs of students. 

Aligned with its mission and values, the AMS, being a student-led organization, many of its elected, 

appointed, and hired student leaders normally spend 1-3 years in various positions. This presents unique 

challenges with annual transition and turnover. As such, this review presents an excellent opportunity to 

improve and enhance current service offerings, and more importantly, to seek new doors to meet unmet 

needs for students. 
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2 History of Services Department 
A full history of the Services Department has been prepared by the AMS Archivist and Clerk of Council, Sheldon 

Goldfarb. To access this document entitled Student Services: Origins and Rationale please contacted 

archives@ams.ubc.ca. This summary is based on the information contained in this document. 

Student Services within the AMS were officially recognized as separate units in 1980, back then more 

formally known as ‘Service Organizations’. These Service Organizations were provided distinct privileges 

that including on-going funding, space, as well as a non-voting seat on Council. Earlier in its history, 

organizations included CiTR, the Ubyssey, Intramurals, the Women’s Committee, and Speakeasy. 

Throughout the years following 1980, a number of Services Organizations were added, and the 

operations of each service varied. In 1994, a significant and important ad-hoc committee was 

established by AMS Council, and a report commissioned with a set of recommendations that set the 

foundation for the operations of the current AMS Services Department. The ad-hoc committee was 

named the “Committee for Organizational Review and Planning (CORP)” whose stated goal was to 

“examine the Society’s organizational structure and to recommend changes to that structure that would 

improve its responsiveness to and support of its membership.” 

The leadership team of AMS Services is headed by a Senior Manager, Student Services with Abdul Alnaar 

being the incumbent in the position. Ian Stone, current UBC undergraduate student, is the AMS Student 

Services Manager, responsible for managing the day to day operations for 7 of the 8 AMS Services. 

Annette Angell is the AMS Sexual Assault Support Services (AMS SASC) Manager. 

Each of the Services excluding SASC has (7) Service Coordinators who oversee and coordinates the day 

to day operations of their individual services. Three (3) Assistant Coordinators also support some of the 

bigger services for AMS Tutoring, Speakeasy Student Support, and the AMS Food Bank. Services 

Coordinators, and Assistant Services Coordinators all directly report to the AMS SSM (Ian Stone). The 

SASC has (3) Coordinators reporting to the AMS SASC Manager who lead the daily operations under the 

3 divisions of SASC, namely: Support and Advocacy, Outreach and Education, and Healthier 

Masculinities. The SASC also has unionized members with CUPE Local 1936 who are Support Workers (4-

5), and Outreach Workers (2). Paid staff in Tutoring, and Safewalk, along with dedicated volunteers 

(140+) contributing their labor towards ensuring each Service is accessible that enables all students 

achieve their potential throughout their time attending the University of British Columbia.  

The AMS also offers many different Services like the Health & Dental Plan, the U-Pass BC program, the 

AMS Ombuds office, Resource Groups like Colour Connected, the Pride Collective, the Social Justice 

Centre, the Women’s Centre, and the UBC Student Environment Centre. For the purpose of this Services 

Review, only those Services identified under AMS Code of Procedure Section X: Student Services, Article 

1. (3 a-h) shall be considered for review.  
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Methodology 

This Services Review utilized a data driven methodology approach. The data sourced included both 

internal and external quantitative and qualitative data, which includes: historical archived data from 

AMS Archives, current state analysis, usage statistics gathered using Olivewood Analytics for the last 2 

years, including the 2019/20 academic year until March 2020 due to COVID-19, and a student 

engagement process which included data sourced from the 2020 Nest Experience Survey that sought 

feedback from the wider membership around their awareness, and consultation on a possible new 

Service that addressing off campus housing assistance/affordability.  

AMS SASC utilized a more internal approach to guide the recommendations put forward. This included 

seeking feedback from the entire AMS SASC staff, responding individually and as a team to a set of 

identified functional areas using the Council for the Advancement of Standards in Higher Education 

(CAS) for Sexual Violence-Related Programs and Services. Additionally, the review report also includes 

relevant and important usage information collected over the years under different categories of service 

provision under the Support & Advocacy program within SASC.  
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Section 2: Review of Department & Current Services Offerings 

1 AMS Services  

1.1  Current Structure 

Reporting under the Senior Manager, Student Services who is a permanent full time employee of the 

AMS, in its current form the AMS Services Department employs active members of the AMS, who are 

UBC students currently completing their degree programs at the undergraduate or professional level. 

The Services department is led by a Student Services Manager (SSM) who works full time while taking a 

limited number of credits to fulfil their role. Services Coordinators work part-time hours (20 hours per 

week) to ensure the successful operational requirements of the various services.  

1.2 Permanent Staff Support 

1.2.1  Organizational Chart 
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1.3 AMS Services – Internal Organizational Relationship  

AMS Archivist & Clerk of Council’s documented history of AMS Services, in a report to an AMS VP in 
1999, provide the following:  
 
“These groups were to have certain privileges that other AMS organizations (e.g., clubs) did not have: 

guaranteed budgets; guaranteed room allocations; and non-voting representatives at Council meetings.  

They were to be under Council (not SAC, referring to the now disbanded “Student Administrative 

Commission (SAC)”) and would not be required to submit minutes in order to have individual line items of 

their budgets approved.” 

This information is relevant when we consider the evolution of where AMS Services fits within the 

organizational structure, in the last 40 years. In the period between 1980 to 1994 when the CORP report 

established a change in relationship, AMS Services then (known as Service Organizations) were afforded 

a special status, one that distinctly differentiated a number of organizations (CiTR, the Ubyssey, 

Intramurals, the Women’s Committee, and Speakeasy, the First Year Students Committee (predecessor 

of Orientations, and today’s AMS First Week/AMS Events); the AMS Ombuds Office and Volunteer 

Connections) to the rest of other similar organizations under the SAC’s management, what we all know 

today as AMS Clubs. The nature of the “special status” is clear from Sheldon’s description above, but 

more importantly, not other organizations were afforded non-voting representative seats on AMS 

Council. Moving into the 90s, and 2000s, the 1994 CORP report delineated “advocacy organizations” and 

created today’s Resource Groups, providing for a unique space within the AMS separate from AMS 

Services, vis-à-vis AMS Council.  

Today’s AMS Services most direct link to AMS Council is vested within the AMS Student Services 

Manager (SSM), who attends AMS Council as a non-voting member. They provide a very brief update at 

each Council meeting and submits and presents their goal updates and ternary report together with the 

elected Executives in May, September, and January as mandated by AMS Code. These updates and 

Reports, provide for high level information to be disseminated by Council, and though transparent and 

recorded within minutes, frankly do not present information that is most relevant to Council for its 

ability to make higher level decisions affecting this department. They also provide a glimpse, usually 

rushed under time constraints during Council meetings, and do not contribute towards a greater 

ownership, acknowledgment, and appreciation that they can take pride in. 

AMS Services today are required by Code to transparently report on an annual basis detailed 

presentations regarding our department, further supported by a triannual report every 3 years. The 

AMS Senior Manager Student Services, and the AMS SSM both regularly attend bi-weekly Council 

meetings, as well as weekly Executive meetings. The department thus remains adequately represented 

at the higher decision making spaces.  

Highlighting the key work that student governance portfolios do can be best supported and informed by 

the impactful work AMS Services do on a day to day basis: for example, 1) affordability issues informed 

by data and lived experiences from clients in the AMS Foodbank; or 2) academic difficulties faced by 

students who access our AMS Advocacy service may better inform the advocacy work on behalf of the 
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VP AUA and their staff; or 3) mental health experiences by the membership as informed by interactions 

within AMS Speakeasy & Vice (AMS Peer Support) informing the student executive around the H&D 

benefits plan, or university advocacy and external lobbying; and so on. 

Recommendation: AMS SSM to outline different opportunities for Services Coordinators through the 

annual AMS Council cycle to allow for greater knowledge sharing between them and AMS Executives 

and Committee Chairs, to further improve and inform how access to Services by the membership 

impact policy development, internal decision making, as well as university and external advocacy 

efforts of the AMS.  
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1.4 Services Review – Annual Assessments x Triennial Reviews 

An important consideration is to evaluate the effectiveness of the past triennial review process 
in 2013, and 2017 over the last decade.  These reviews provided recommendations that 
intentionally caused for self-reflection along certain KPIs, which has proven for the department 
implementing many operational changes focused on operational excellence, improved usage of 
the membership overtime, greater transparency for the membership and council by way of 
annual reports and reviews, and therefore higher standard of accountability for the impactful 
work we do. This process ought to now adapt and grow towards a higher level trajectory that 
allows for the Society to effectively plan in the long term in growing and providing for programs 
and services that meet the memberships evolving needs.   
  
To provide for a starting point, understanding what we mean by the terms review, or assess, in addition 

to the why and when (annual and triannual), or what to consider using as  

KPIs to assess and review and how to use annual assessments that aid in making more effective 

recommendations within triennial reviews.  

Assessment within the higher education space has and continuous to be a pervasive issue. This is not 

unique to AMS Services, but can and is usually seen within larger PSEC. Student affairs professionals all 

feel the pressure to assess and/or review, rightfully so, as increasingly higher spending of student 

dollars is spent on student services in addition to the academic mission of a university. AMS Services and 

the AMS are leaders within the student union context because of this required practice initiative by the 

VPAUA in 2013. We are all held accountable for what students fund and what they benefit in return for 

using our Services.   

The What 

The first challenge to consider addressing is the perceived confusion over what we mean by “Services 

Review” or an assessment. This review, or what I view really as assessment is often thought of simply 

through engagement with students to seek their consultation, often through surveys or focus groups. 

Assessment involves so much more beyond this. Many definitions in the assessment and evaluation 

literature exists, without necessarily a common university held consensus about what we mean using 

different interchangeable terms. However, a simple straightforward definition we can use to being is to 

see Assessment as the effort to gather, analyze, and interpret evidence which describes our 

effectiveness.  

In taking a closer look over the years, different cycles of innovation, and staying the course, or a 

reduction in, as well as closing down of Services has taken place. This AMS Review report is only the 

third (3rd) iteration, a first to be conducted by a permanent staff member, within a year of first being 

employed and undergoing a transition in the day to day management that has often taken an 

operational approach at the expense of more strategic approach to what a triennial review ought to 

provide, is stated under this section’s heading.  

To conduct a triannual Services Reviews vs. annual assessments are two different but related fields of 

inquiry, often with similar tools, but different goals and philosophical approaches. Patrick Terenzini a 
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higher education specialist in the 1990s stated the following, "In assessment, you start with the 'perfect' 

research design, - and keep making compromises until you have a doable assessment/review study" (P. 

Terenzini, per-sonal communication, 1996). This certainly has some truth, and given an appreciation that 

organizational limitations exist (time, resource, organizational context, implementation timelines and 

operational limitations etc) and worth considering,  

Therefore, it is recommended: 

Recommendation: The SMSS, along with the Managing Director and the President, establish an annual 

assessment process that form the basis of the triennial review, which would then look not only at 

developments that we could make, but also look at developments that we have made since the last 

formal review. 
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1.5 Promotion & Outreach efforts of Student Services  

Concerted efforts over the past 2-3 years, following through on a past recommendation from the 2017 
Review Report, specifically stating “In collaboration with UBC Communications and UBC Student 
Development & Services, AMS develop a centralized platform that houses all services accessible to 
students at UBC. When students were surveyed in 2017, overwhelming respondents asked for a central 
platform to search and access any and all information that referred them to both AMS and UBC 
provided student services.  

Though slow in making progress towards this recommendation, the AMS had filled both vacancies in the 
Senior Manager for Student Services, as well as the AMS Communications & Marketing Manager, with 
both Abdul, and Eric Lowe current incumbents in those capacity, both of whom started formally as 
permanent staff within the AMS at the beginning of the 2018/19 academic year. Between September 
2018 and now, several collaborative initiatives have successfully moved as towards communicating to 
students what the AMS offers in addition to student supports at UBC. Examples of these include:  

 Working with the AMS Communications & Marketing Manager, as well as the Senior Managers’ 
historical knowledge of the student services landscape at the AMS and UBC, re-aligned the 
branding of Services with the overall AMS.  

 Ensuring that all AMS Services and SASC were included on UBC’s central portal for student 
supports  https://students.ubc.ca/. This was made possible by having good relationships 
established by the AMS and our UBC counterparts.  

 A strong presence, led by the entire AMS Services team, as well as the AMS Events team, in 
boothing at what is the earliest touchpoint with the membership, i.e. at UBC’s Imagine Day. By 
collaborating with AMS Communications and Marketing teams, the entire fiscal year’s budget 
allocation for promo materials were used up for this event, which was a success given the 
increased awareness of our Services according to the data available this year.  

 Promoting the AMS, and working in collaboration with the AMS Executives, and staff within AMS 
Events, promoted a 2-hour long session (x2) at UBC’s Jump Start that engaged over 150 new to 
UBC international and domestic students. Many throughout the year who were in attendance at 
this “Get to know your AMS” workshop was seen to have engaged in other ways, through 
committee appointments, by volunteering at several AMS Services, as well as within the AMS 
Events teams.  

 Outreach teams for some Services like AMS Vice, Speakeasy, and Foodbank were all given the 
opportunity to develop in the 2019/20 year, resulting in more and frequent in person outreach 
efforts, both within the AMS NEST, as well as other high traffic areas at UBC. More successfully 
was the re-invention of the AMS Services page, as well as an increased presence for lesser 
known, or used Services on newer channels. Examples being the Vice and Speakeasy student 
support Instagram channels.  

https://students.ubc.ca/
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Data sourced from InsightWest AMS AES results 
 

Recommendation: Increased investment into marketing and promotional activities within AMS Services 
to aid in increased awareness amongst members, while providing the AMS an opportunity for public 
perception communicating the social and academic benefits the society provides to members. 
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1.6 AMS Services – Housing & Affordability unmet needs 

Beyond reviewing current service offerings, the Review process also considered whether the AMS has an 

opportunity to address gaps in services not currently addressed at either UBC or other student 

unions/post-secondary institutions. An environmental scan was conducted of service offerings at 

comparable post-secondary institutions in Canada. Ian Stone, our current AMS SSM conducted a 

comprehensive scan of Services that are offered by both the Universities and Student Societies at the 

University of Toronto, University of Alberta, University of Western Ontario, McGill University, University 

of Melbourne (Australia), University of Bristol (United Kingdom), were compared to those offered by the 

AMS and UBC.  

In addition to a strategic recommendation to follow the section under AMS Speakeasy and Vice, a 

decision to focus our consultation with the membership, via the AMS NES survey explored how the AMS 

could possibly explore filling a gap, identified in both AMS Reviews reports in 2013, and 2017. Rather 

than re-invent the same questions, targeted questions were gathered as shown in the data analyzed 

below:  

 Over 2,066 students surveyed agreed that they would find a Service that focused on addressing 

housing needs at UBC would be personally useful to them. 

 

 

Extremely useful, 
33.5%

Very useful, 25.5%

Moderately useful, 
21.6%

Slightly useful, 8.0%

Not at all 
useful, 
11.4%

How useful would you personally find a new 
AMS Service that focused on addressing housing 

needs at UBC?
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 Sourced from the 2020 Nest Experience Survey -  
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The 2013 Services Review report highlighted that among students who have or will likely need to seek 

out off campus housing options during their time at UBC, the majority identified a lack of support 

services in this area offered at UBC.   Again in 2017, the review report identified that this continues to be 

a gap that may find AMS Services an opportunity to take leadership in developing a potentially new 

Service to fill the need. 

The 2019 Academic Experience Survey shows once again, that UBC students are continuing to 

experience the struggle in finding affordable housing during their time attending UBC. Again, this 

remains to be consistent with data gathered from the 2018 AES, with just under half again reporting that 

they are living farther away from the point grey campus than they would prefer, identifying the cause of 

high cost of housing. It is clear to everyone, that the Vancouver housing situation continues to impact 

UBC students by and large.  

This very issue remains a topic discussed within the AMS, recently a number of Presidential candidates 

highlighting this as part of their platforms. Given that the incoming AMS President elect, Cole Evans, and 

returning AMS SSM, Ian Stone, have shown great interest in pursuing an AMS Service that supports 

students, somehow, in addressing their difficulties accessing affordable housing options within UBC, and 

Vancouver and cities in the lower mainland, the following recommendation is put forward  

Recommendation: AMS President, the SSM, and the SMSS work on developing a feasibility study and 

report to AMS Council, at an appropriate time, outlining the Society’s ability, and capacity to create a 

new AMS Service that addresses housing affordability, within the next 3 years.   
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2 AMS Advocacy 
 

2.1 Introduction to historical and current service offerings from AMS Advocacy 

AMS Advocacy, also known as the AMS Advocate, is an AMS Service that dates its history as part of the 

AMS Ombuds office which was first established in 1981. The AMS Ombuds Office from 1981-1999 

handled grievances relating to the AMs and the University. AMS Advocacy was then established to as to 

delineate the assistance of AMS members when facing grievances with the University, while the AMS 

Ombuds office took charge in handling complaints involving students and the AMS.  

AMS Advocacy provides confidential, free assistance to undergraduate students who are engaged in 

formal conflict with UBC. The AMS Advocate, serving as a Service Coordinator within the broader AMS 

Services team, assists and guides students who are preparing for, or participating in, any of UBC's formal 

appeal or complaint structures. They also help students with matters of academic discipline (such as 

cheating, collaboration, or plagiarism), non-academic discipline, assigned academic standing, 

admissions, financial assistance, and appeals of decisions made by UBC Library, Parking and other units. 

The work undertaken by the AMS Advocate includes helping students prepare formal statements, cases 

and attending hearings or meetings with students at the University as their advocate. The benefit of 

being an entity within the AMS separate from the University, this important program continues to be 

recognized by the University as an avenue where students are seeking support, when UBC units are not 

necessarily appropriate. Many UBC units include the AMS Advocate when sending formal notices to 

students regarding academic and non-academic misconduct investigations, and throughout the years, 

more and more undergraduate students seek this support, as will be shown in the compiled data below.  

While the AMS Advocate, throughout the last 3 years reviewing available information, engages in efforts 

to inform UBC students regarding their rights and responsibilities to proactively support students, 

increasing growth in the UBC student population, and the introduction of more complex policies and 

procedures has taken more of the share of time of the one individual, at the expense of outreach 

efforts. Having said that, the AMS Advocate continues to make connections, and build relationships with 

UBC counterparts like the UBC Ombudsperson for Students, the Senate Secretariat office, the 

President’s Advisory Committee on Non-Academic Misconduct, UBC Safety Student Development and 

Services through the Director, Student Conduct & Safety. This year, the AMS Advocate was invited to 

participate in the hiring process for UBC’s Independent Investigations Office.  

 

What does a typical process look like? 
 
Almost every student who contacts the Advocacy Office does so through email. There is a very small 
portion of students that contact the office either through phone or drop-ins. 
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Typically, a student will email and the coordinator will organize a proposed time-slot to meet at the 
Advocacy Office in the Nest. Once a time is arranged, the coordinator and the student will often meet in 
person for a face to face meeting. Occasionally, either the student or the coordinator is unable to attend 
in person, so alternative arrangements are made - either a meeting over the phone or via video. 
 
These initial intake meetings are usually scheduled for one hour, and usually last less time than that. At 
the beginning of each intake meeting (or before a video or phone call), the student is required to read, fill 
out, and sign a working agreement. This working agreement gathers the relevant demographic 
information, states our confidentiality policy, and requires the student to acknowledge that they 
understand several aspects of the office and agree to several terms. 
 
From that point on, there is no common format that each case follows. Some end with 
the initial intake meeting with the student having received the requisite knowledge or advice. Others 
result in multiple meetings, editing of drafts of letters or appeal documents, or attendance at various 
meetings or committees. Initial intake meetings often combine both advice, the giving of information, and 
strategic planning of how a student can navigate a problem. They most always end with an invitation to 
work together and plans to that effect. 
 
Often, the student will ask the coordinator to attend a meeting with them or both agree this is the best 
course of action. The most common types are disciplinary meetings with a faculty member (usually a vice-
dean or dean) or to the President’s Advisory Committee on Student Discipline (PACSD). Other types of 
meetings include accompanying a student to the Senate for an Appeal, to an interview during a sexual 
misconduct investigation, or visiting a professor asking for a grade appeal. 
 
What is the structure of the office? 
The office is currently staffed by one Coordinator. They are responsible for all aspects of the office that 
are not controlled by management. This includes conducting all meetings and supervising all client 
interaction. Additionally, this includes organizing language interpretation for students in need, outreach, 
planning the vision for the future, training and hiring of volunteer, managing client management software, 
and record keeping. 
 
The office currently has four volunteers who hold different responsibilities. Two first year law students 
help with intake of clients and assist with client meetings. Eventually, as they grow more experienced, 
they plan to be able to conduct some client meetings without the coordinator in attendance, therefore 
increasing the capacity of the office. 
 
Two upper year law students are tasked with both helping with client meetings and other duties. Those 
other duties include creating succinct, visually stimulating, and helpful guides to the misconduct and 
standing processes - two of the most common types of cases at the office. They are also tasked with 
outreach, which is currently in the planning stage, but most likely will include contacting faculties to 
persuade them to recommend Advocacy to students who are sent disciplinary notices or notices of failed 
standing. 
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2.2 Compiled Data 
2.2.1 Awareness  

 

2.2.2  Usage and Operational Information 
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2.2.3 2019/2020 Analysed data and demographics 

 

 

 

2.3 Review Results  

The AMS Advocacy Office, through one employed AMS student staff member, currently fills a critical gap 

in the support services offered to students at UBC. Specifically, it is my view that the AMS Advocate 

serves students who are unable to afford legal representation or whose issue is not sufficiently serious 

to pay a large retainer for legal services. As a result, the AMS Advocacy Office is there to provide support 

to students who otherwise feel alone through their conflict when faced against a large institution like 

UBC.  

The AMS Advocacy Coordinator sees a large influx of student appointments during particular times of 

the year, normally coinciding when Faculties communicate formally with undergraduate and graduate 
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students’ decision regarding academic continuation, and academic misconduct following formal 

examinations. Usually, this means that the hours of work completed in the months of Jan/Feb, and 

April/May, and Aug/Sept (end of each Winter & Summer session terms) often exceed the allocated cap 

on hours of work. This can manifest itself in delayed responses to students seeking appointments within 

a reasonable timeframe to receive guidance from the AMS Advocate. Therefore, the following 

recommendation is put forward:  

Recommendation: In consultation with the AMS HR department, amend the employment agreement 

of the AMS Advocacy Coordinator so that hours may be variably increased to a maximum of 30 hours 

a week with prior approval of AMS Services leadership, while maintaining the normal regular hours at 

the current 20 hours/week.  

The position of the AMS Advocacy Coordinator is one of the more specialized position within AMS 

Services. In reviewing the last three students who held this particular position, including the incumbent, 

all have been registered as UBC students within the JD program at UBC’s Peter A. Allard School of Law. 

The position evolved from within the AMS Ombuds office as evidenced in Sheldon Goldfarb’s history of 

AMS Services. In consultation with the HR department, the tiered pay structure (Tier 1, 2, 3) recognizes 

step increases in hourly pay the more the position has greater specialization. This rationale is accurate it 

seems due to the following current positions being categorized as Tier 3: Assistant Student Services 

Manager (Student Services – currently vacant), the AMS Speaker of Council and the AMS 

Ombudsperson.  

Anecdotally, the recruitment process for this particular position raises additional challenges when an 

offer is prepared, as students within the Allard School of Law are usually seeking opportunities similar to 

the AMS Advocacy position but with higher pay. Given the specialized nature required in the duties and 

responsibilities section of the job position/description (found in appendix) – the following 

recommendation shall be put forward for consideration to the AMS Human Resources Committee: 

Recommendation: that the AMS HR Committee consider the amendment of the AMS Advocacy 

Coordinator’s job description to reclassify the pay tier structure from Tier 2 to Tier 3 in line with other 

specialized positions in similar category.  

As indicated formerly by former VP Kiran Mahal in 2013, while it is not current practice to have AMS 

Services engage in university lobbying or external advocacy, “this Service has a direct insight into the 

lived experiences of students facing disputes with the university. Such cases and proceedings are 

governed by Departmental, Faculty or Institutional policies that shape the process and student outcomes 

in a significant way. The Advocacy Coordinator is better positioned to identify gaps in the process or 

systemic issues with policies or processes employed by the university.”  

It is with that view that we are encouraged to see the current AMS President (2019-20) and the VP 

Academic and University Affairs involve the incumbent AMS Advocate in the hiring and recruitment 

process of UBC’s IIO. The synergies of involving this Service’s Coordinator with our Student Government 

officers is a good starting point to better understand how students interact with the university in formal 

disputes.  
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While the previous recommendations address operational needs, this review process also provides us 

with an opportunity to identify future developments within AMS Advocacy to better align our 

programming in order to improve the benefit our members receive from this program. The following 

challenges faced by AMS members who use the AMS Advocacy program were identified as follows:  

 Language: A student’s English fluency may enough to study at UBC, but when they are placed 

under intense scrutiny from an intimidating and inquisitorial panel those English language skills 

can break down. The Advocacy Office has recently secured funding to bring along professional 

interpreters to hearings when the student feels that this may be worthwhile.  

 Mental health: The majority of my cases either arise from issues of mental health or result in 

significant changes in a student’s mental health. The Trauma-Informed approach to 

investigations through Policy 131, for example, makes the mental health needs of a complainant 

a priority. Changes like this are welcomed greatly by the Advocacy Office.  

 Timing: An appeal can take a significant amount of time. If a student is appealing a suspension, 

they may wait a significant amount of time until the senate committee schedules a hearing date, 

meets, and delivers a decision. If the student is indeed successful in their appeal and the 

suspension was found to be unwarranted the student will have been de facto suspended during 

the waiting period - often with no remedy. These delays can cause additional problems for 

students that rely on study permits, or funding that is dependent on their academics.  

A process should be in place to allow any concerns or issues that are identified by the Coordinator to be 

directly raised to university administration for discussion through student leadership roles that are 

university advocacy base. In this light, the following recommendation is proposed:  

Recommendation: the AMS Advocacy to provide an annual report, to be compiled by the end of 
the first 4 months of their term, to present to the UBC Student Senate Caucus and Vice 
President, Academic and University Affairs, as well as the AMS President on systemic policy and 
procedural issues for consideration.  
 

3 AMS Tutoring 
3.1 Introduction to historical and current service offerings from AMS Tutoring 

Group Tutoring: 

AMS Tutoring offers drop-in sessions for students to receive assistance with first and second year 
courses, free of cost. Group tutoring sessions are staffed by tutors selected for their proficiency in 
courses such as CHEM, BIOL, MATH, PHYS, ECON, and PSYC as well as their interpersonal skills and ability 
to explain concepts in a way that a student can understand. These sessions run from 3-7PM from 
Monday to Thursday in the AMS Student Nest. Additionally, group tutoring is offered in the commons 
areas of Totem Park, Vanier, and Orchard Commons residence homes from 7-9PM on Tuesday, 
Wednesday, and Thursday respectively.  
 

Private Tutoring: 
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For students looking for a more personalized approach, AMS Tutoring offers private tutoring sessions in 

partnership with Nimbus. Students may download the Nimbus app and browse a list of available courses 

and tutors and book lessons with tutors at a rate of $35/hour. Each lesson is coordinated between the 

student and the tutor, with lesson types ranging from assignment help, midterm review, exam prep, 

concept overview, and many more.  

Review Sessions:  

AMS Tutoring has partnered with different constituencies throughout the past few years to bring 

together review sessions. This year AMS Tutoring revamped the structure and layout of the review 

sessions by having worksheets prepared beforehand as well as a PowerPoint presentation going along 

with the worksheet to better explain the problems. This year, AMS Tutoring partnered with Arts 

Undergraduate Society to create a Econ 101 review session and a Psych 101 review session. These 

sessions had over 50 students attend. AMS Tutoring also partnered with Land and Food Systems 

Undergraduate Society to create a Chem 123 review session. There were around 25 people in 

attendance. All review sessions are free for the students themselves as the constituencies are the ones 

paying the fees which are to cover for the hourly wage of the tutors. 

Our Partners:  

AMS Tutoring has a vast variety of different partners on campus. These partners are groups of campus 

that we work closely with to provide academic support for their students. Specifically, AMS Tutoring has 

a partnership with Varsity Athletics, WUSC, MasterCard Foundation, and Residences. For the majority of 

the partners listed, the tutoring services are typically private however, for Residences, AMS Tutoring 

offers free in-residence tutoring for students in Orchard, Vanier, and Totem, every week.  
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3.2 Compiled Data 
3.2.1 Awareness  

 

3.2.2 Usage and Operational Information 
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AMS Tutoring has seen an increase in usage over the 2019-2020 winter session, with nearly 2000 drop 

ins between both group and appointment tutoring. Students requiring assistance with MATH courses 

often use drop in services the most, with PHYS and CHEM following closely behind. Additionally, over 

100 private tutoring sessions have been booked with students often booking recurring lessons with their 

tutors. 

3.2.3  Demographic information  
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1.1 Review Results  

Recommendation: AMS Tutoring to expand tutoring options within more diverse courses that are in 

high demand  

Recommendation: Expand the recruitment of AMS Tutors to up to 30% providing increased expected 

capacity with new Nimbus app for both Group and Private Tutoring 

Recommendation: Direct the AMS Tutoring Coordinators, with leadership from the AMS, to re-capture 

lost partnerships, and establish new partners on campus with expected KPI … (3 new partners ??) 

Recommendation: AMS Tutoring to provide exam review sessions for larger first & second year 
courses in addition to private and group tutoring. 
 

Recommendation: AMS Tutoring to explore expanding programming enhanced academic coaching 

programming, similar to the Faculty of Science’s Peer Academic Coaching (SPAC). Examples of 

programming may include drop-in academic coaching, group workshops like Start Off Strong (midterm 

prep), exam success, set goals, discuss study habits, brainstorm ways to improve learning etc.  
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2 AMS Entrepreneurship Hub 
2.1 Compiled Data 
2.1.1 Awareness  
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2.1.2 Demographic data  

3 
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eHub: Where We Fit In 

Entrepreneurial Landscape:  

Commerce Courses 

(Intro, NVD, NPD): 

 

These courses are available to any student in 

any faculty.  

 

Barrier: Must pay course fees and fit into 

schedule.  

  

This Creates Problems for Students: 

 Inability to afford a course that is outside of their 

degree path.  

 Unable to fit courses in their schedule as it may conflict with required courses for the 

major/minor. 

 e@UBC accepts applicants that are able to work and commit on their projects full time, and mostly 

hire people in teams. Students do not have this flexibility.  

 e@UBC is limited in capacity per program and is only held once per year (takes up to 8 teams). 

 The intention of e@UBC is to prepare business idea for investment after their program, not just a 

trial and test of their idea. 

 

The Entrepreneurship Hub fits in by being a compliment/substitute for courses offered, and a 

primer/substitute for e@UBC. If a student, given financial or time issues, is unable to take a course in 

entrepreneurship there is no substitute to get you an understanding of how to start working on your 

project. If you apply to e@UBC without taking a course, you will be disadvantaged during the application 

process. Even if you were to take a course, your position as a full-time student typically makes you 

ineligible to participate due to the intensity and timing of the program. If you were a student in this 

position you would most likely come to the conclusion that there is no where to go to get help. 

Our value proposition in this space is to remove the barriers associated with the courses and e@UBC 

programming and provide students with a low-barrier, informal, and free resource to solve problems 

and build out their idea. If students cannot fit courses into their schedule or are not qualified for 

e@UBC, they will still have a place to go to get their idea “pitch-ready”. 

e@UBC  

 

University run incubator that intends to 

commercialize ideas from UBC community 

members. 5-week program learning how to 

validate and commercialize their idea. 

 

Barrier: Must apply and be accepted to 

participate. Requires a prepared pitch for the 

application and ability to attend sessions and 

commit full time to project. 
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What gaps exist and how eHub aims at solving them:  

 Where to start: The biggest question from students who want to solve problems they’ve identified 

is, ‘where to start’. Without reinventing the wheel, we take the curriculum already being used by 

e@UBC and run through the validation exercises with students so they can build their idea out 

the right way without needing to apply to anything. The non-intensive environment shows them 

the tools to check the validity of their idea without any pressure or application. The goal then, is 

to prepare students to be “pitch ready”, so if they aspire to join e@UBC programming or beyond 

they will be equipped.  

 

 Non money-making ideas: Students have great ideas for new campus initiatives or problems here 

at UBC, but there is no outlet for them. Getting information on how to start, to build a pitch, and 

to receive funding are not readily available. One-on-one appointments and RBC Get Seeded are 

an all-encompassing way we can advocate resources on campus, educate people on building a 

pitch, and providing a small amount to test those ideas out. This is a great start in supporting 

problem-solving ingenuity on campus that is not being done by any other organization. 

 

 

 Clubs: AMS Clubs (eProjects & SEC) host events such as hackathons on campus, and with our 

volunteers we can go into the event and show students the tools and resources so they can 

succeed in the competition and take their project beyond the event. In this way, we can be a 

supporting figure for clubs within the domain of entrepreneurship.  

 

 Community: Showcasing and supporting students in building their ideas and solving problems will 

move towards creating a change-making culture at UBC. However, there still remains a lot of 

stigmas and stereotypes in entrepreneurship. We aim to shine a light and support the often-

neglected demographics of entrepreneurs (identified groups based on interaction data: non-

commerce, social impact, and women). Holding events specifically targeted to these groups is an 

important task that is neglected by organizations that exist currently. 

Appointments: 

The process of an appointment starts with asking the student to give a brief description of their idea. 

From there, we assess the scope of the project, the stage in which they are at, and what they are there 

for. Typically, students come in not knowing how to evaluate themselves and where to go next. We run 

through a validation exercise to diagnose the validity of their solution. The goal is to encourage them to 

collect more data on their validation by going out to potential customers and interviewing them to see 

how they interact with the problem they are trying to solve.  
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A huge barrier is getting the actual know-how of starting up a business from scratch. The typical starting 

place that they claim they are at, is funding, however, most ventures come in way earlier than having a 

financial need. So, slowing them down and making sure that they are validating their idea properly is an 

important step for this. Regardless of where they start, we show them resources and activities to help 

them get to a basic pitch ready position. That way, if they are not able to take a course in 

entrepreneurship or attend other programs, they end up at the same end place.  

Usage:   

We receive around 50-60 appointments per year where a majority of students come in not knowing how 

to take their idea past the ideation stage. Being able to show them a list of things to consider and then 

working through that list with them has shown to be valuable. Depending on fit, we show them other 

programs and resources that they should be a part of. If they seem interested in the entrepreneurship 

space in general and seem keen, we tell them about the AMS clubs they can join. If they are working to 

get pitch ready to take the idea to the next level, we show them the continuing resources of e@UBC and 

Hatch.  

Recommendation: With the goal in making this service more accessible, and see increased awareness 

and usage by entrepreneurial student groups on campus, AMS e-Hub to transition these to an online 

platform in conjunction with in-person appointments. This would increase our flexibility for students. 

Setting up in a physical place for drop-ins and a place for students to sit and work with their team is 

something most students want to see.  

RBC Get Seeded:  

The biannual event is a pillar of what we do to support students and is something we are mainly known 

for. On the front end, this is an engaging way to show the UBC community what students are doing. On 

the backend, this is a great way for students who have ideas to get the resources and pitch help to 

deliver a pitch with the possibility of winning seed money. The $500 is not a lot, showing students other 

resources for funding and continuing resources has shown to be impactful.  

This event serves as a way to give a small amount of funding and a large amount of encouragement to 

the student. The RBC Get Seeded process for a pitcher is the application, mainly answering what their 

idea is and what $500 could do for them. After this, we select the top 15 ideas and we hold a one-on-

one session with each team. During these sessions we help shape their idea into a pitch ready one. We 

review their pitch, give them feedback, and talk about what a pitch-deck should look like so that they 

are fully prepared for the event. During the event, voting will open and a question and answer period 

will happen between the audience and pitchers. Therefore, we show them the resources that could help 

them when talking to the crowd at the event. This would cover 20 questions that a startup should be 

able to answer when they are seeking funding, and we help them find these answers.  

Usage:  
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Typically, one round of RBC Get Seeded gets 30-40 applications (approx. 100 people). From there we 

select 15 of those teams to compete and we take these people through the appointment process. We 

encourage the ones who were not selected to set up a time to chat as well so we are able to still help 

them get pitch ready and find other sources of funding if they are ready. At the event, we have 

attendance around 150-200 people in total.  
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4 AMS Food Bank 
 

4.1 Introduction to historical and current service offerings from AMS Advocacy 

The initial setup of the Food Bank was funded by the Alma Mater Society (AMS) through the 
Innovative Projects Fund. With their support and that of the AMS Executive Coordinator of Student 
Services (now the Student Services Manager), the UBC Ismaili Student’s Association, and the UBC 
Red Cross Club, the AMS Food Bank was launched in February 2005. As of March 2007, the UBC 
AMS Food Bank became an official AMS student service, and it is now found in the AMS Code. 
 
Today the AMS Foodnank at the University of British Columbia (UBC) provides emergency 
food relief to all UBC students with valid student ID. This includes students attending our affiliate 
colleges (Regent, Corpus Christi etc). 
 
ACCESSING THE SERVICE:  

The AMS Food Bank is an emergency food relief service for UBC (or affiliate colleges: Corpus 

Christi & Regent College) students in need. We run on a trust system – any student who comes through 

our doors will be served with no questions asked.  

Each student will be granted up to 8 visits per semester. Each visit, they must simply present 

their UBC student ID card, and they can fill up their blue bag with whatever they would like, so long as 

they follow the item limits on expensive or high in demand goods as we have marked. If they’re 

supporting dependents (e.g. children, spouse, or other family) that do not attend UBC, then they get an 

extra bag per visit. If the dependent also attends UBC or an affiliate college, they must 

 

LOCATION AND HOURS: 

The AMS Foodbank is located in room 0032 in the basement of the UBC Life Building (formally 

the AMS Student Union Building (Old SUB). The foodbank has operated on a varying schedule over the 

years, but has provided consistency over the last 2 years and for the 2019/2020 academic session, the 

hours were:  

 Every Mondays from 10am – 6pm 

 Every Thursdays from 10am – 6pm 
It’s also worth mentioning that the AMS Foodbank remains closed on all statutory holidays and 

most term breaks (during the December holiday closure at UBC and the AMS Nest for example). Any 

client in need, however, has the ability to schedule an appointment with either the AMS Foodbank 

Coordinator/Assistant Coordinator if they aren’t able to make it to regular hours. For these 

appointments off-schedule.  

 Please give us as must notice as possible when booking appointments – preferably a 
few days in advance. 
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 Please arrive on time – appointments are typically 15min long, so arriving more than 
10min late effectively forfeits your appointment. 

 Please understand that while we do our best to keep the food bank stocked at all 
times, we only do grocery shops before our regular hours, so supply (especially of 
perishable goods) may be lower than usual. 

 

THE AMS FOODBANK VOLUNTEER TEAM: 

 Each volunteer shift is 2hrs long, and there are 2 volunteers scheduled for each shift. The AMS 

Foodbank currently has 17 volunteers total, which consists of 16 working regular shifts and 1 doing a 

shift organizing the storage room. All of these volunteers undergo training to cover procedures, policies, 

and importance of confidentiality. Regular communication is done via Slack, the whiteboard task chart in 

the food bank, and monthly meetings. We currently have 4 executive positions on the team, which are: 

 Pantry Coordinator: This is the volunteer mentioned above who comes in 
~2hrs/week on their own time to organize the storage room (mainly donations from 
large-scale food drives). 

 Nutrition Coordinator: This volunteer works a regular shift, but also creates healthy 
recipes with common food bank ingredients and/or other affordable foods. These 
are posted both on the blog and into monthly pamphlets in the food bank. 

 Resource Coordinator: This person stays up to date on food security, low-cost food, 
and financial resources within the community that may benefit our clients. They 
then make pamphlets to make this information accessible to our clients and our 
team. 

 Sponsorship Coordinator: This person works on creating new relationships with 
community donors such as Blue Chip or Period UBC, then helps the coordinator with 
donor appreciation at the end of the year. 

 

Recommendation for next year is to get rid of the sponsorship coordinator position and add an 

Outreach Coordinator and perhaps a couple of other specialized responsibility roles, such as “team 

leads”. 

FUNDING & STOCKING: 

 The AMS Foodbank receives funding from a variety of incoming sources. It is supported by both 

the AMS Operational budget from general membership fees, but increasingly so over the last two years, 

a focus on financial donations and sponsorships from UBC has been relied upon in order to meet the 

increasing demand for the use of The AMS Foodbank.  

 In order to maintain reliable and consistent stocking of the AMS Foodbank, grocery shopping 

before each shift (No-frills, Save on foods, and Costco), as well as weekly deliveries from AMS Food & 

Beverage Department (coordinated with the help from Kathryn Thomson - Purchasing & Stores 

Manager), and physical food donations from food drives or individual community donors. The AMS 

Foodbank focus on stocking not just quantity, but quality as well – fresh produce, protein items, and 
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other nutrient-rich foods has been priority to us. We also have a hygiene fund that covers basic toiletries 

such as toilet paper, feminine hygiene products, soap, toothpaste, shampoo, etc. 

DONATIONS: 

For physical items that are donated to the AMS Foodbank, a donation slot in the wall of the food bank 

that is accessible any time the Life Building is open was created. Much thanks goes to Michael Kingsmill, 

who offered to assist in creating this slot for us in 2019. If a donation is too large, or the donor needs 

help with transportation, our coordinators and volunteer offer to coordinate the pick up of these items. 

Monetary donations before 2019/20 were often difficult to receive, as no particular processes were 

established. Over the past year, The AMS Foodbank has worked on developing a process through crowd 

funding online to receive donations through online payments, then a reliance on cash or cheque 

donations.  

Large-scale annual donation events through various partners, The AMS Foodbank assists these groups 

with planning and advertising (e.g. UBC Parking’s Food for Fines, Science Undergraduate Society’s 

Interfaculty Food Drive and others). Over the past year, The AMS Foodbank has leveraged our AMS 

Communications & Marketing departments and has involved them in the creation of graphics, posters, 

etc. and online content.   

DATA COLLECTION: 

The AMS Foodbank collects usage data in terms of client visits per month, term, and year. Volunteers 

collect this on the day-to-day, then the Coordinator compiles it each month/term. This has helped 

inform us how to shift The AMS Foodbank operations to meet the increasing demand for our client 

community.  

INNOVATIVE INITIATIVES – GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES 

The AMS Foodbank has initiated in Term 2 of the 2019W session, the running of a hot meal coupon 

program in collaboration with AMS Sprouts. In addition, and a summer coupon program with UBC Farm 

and the BC Farmer’s Markets (government funded through Foodbanks-BC).  

AMS SERVICES & AMS CONFERENCES AND CATERING – REDUCING AND RECOVERING FOOD WASTE 

(CLOSING THE LOOP) 

As UBC aims to achieve a “zero-waste” status as outlined in the Zero Waste Action Plan, and the AMS 

commitment to sustainability highlighted within our many sustainability reports over the past few years, 

Abdul Alnaar and Christine Halonen, both Senior Managers in Services & C&C have committed to re-visit 

a long term project that has been placed on hold due to capacity. Engaging once again with our partners 

the SEEDS (Social Ecological Economic Development Studies) Sustainability Program, projects have been 

set up with several courses to investigate in more details how to operationalize the implementation of a 

Food Recovery Program within the AMS NEST.  
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Redirecting avoidable food waste in particular, can have the great potential of creating economic 

benefits for AMS C&C in the form of reduced waste management cost, while at the same time providing 

the AMS Services in providing great meals to food insecure students.  

It is with this view that the following recommendation is made:  

That the AMS Foodbank & AMS Conferences & Catering, led by both Senior Managers and their teams, 

commit to making further progress towards seeing through the reduce and recover food waste while 

providing prepared meals to support food insecure students.  
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4.2 Compiled Data 
4.2.1 Awareness and Reported Student Usage  
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Fundraising and Outreach activities 

Due to the sensitive nature of the service, outreach can be a tricky job for the staff and volunteers of 

the AMS Food Bank. However, because the service runs primarily on donations and because client 
numbers are always increasing; it is crucial that every effort is made to increase awareness of the 
service and our goals. 
Events are diverse and range from simple outreach booths to large campus-wide fundraisers. 
 
Another area of strength developed over the last 3 years has been how the AMS Services department 
fundraises and grow efforts in raising funds for the AMS Foodbank while relying less on student 
membership fees to fund the operation of the foodbank. As evidenced below, there is a strong growth 
trajectory in this key area 
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4.2.2 Demographic information 
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6 AMS Vice & Speakeasy 
6.1 Introduction & service offerings from AMS Speakeasy Student Support 

Service Overview: 

AMS Speakeasy is a mental health student service that provides free, confidential, one-on-one peer 

support for UBC students and staff facing a wide variety of challenges. Speakeasy currently has two 

locations of providing peer support. The main location is located in the AMS Student Nest in room 

3125A. The operating hours for the Nest are Monday-Thursday 10AM-6PM and Fridays 10-1PM. The 

second location is a new initiative this year to expand peer support services to the Engineering Student 

Centre (ESC) in hopes of accommodating students on both ends of campus. The ESC hours are Thursdays 

12-4PM. 

AMS Speakeasy Student Support - Team Overview: 

Speakeasy currently maintains a team of one coordinator, one assistant coordinator, and 40 volunteers. 

The volunteer teams are broken down into 4 peer support team leaders, 23 peer support volunteers, 1 

marketing outreach team leader, and 12 marketing outreach volunteers. 

Coordinators Roles: 

Speakeasy coordinators have many individual and shared duties. Together, the coordinators develop 

and facilitate 150 hours of comprehensive, on-going volunteer training. The three major volunteer 

training sessions are: August Team Leader training, September volunteer training, and January volunteer 

training. Also, the coordinators facilitate Speakeasy’s recruitment process in its entirety for all team 

members for the upcoming academic year. During the winter session of the academic year, the 

coordinators facilitate bi-weekly staff meetings to oversee TL peer support and project meetings, and 

report bi-weekly to the SSM. Lastly the coordinators conduct service-wide performance reviews at the 

end of both winter session terms. 

Coordinator Specific Duties: 

The Coordinator is the main representative of the service and often the first point of contact. The 

coordinator maintains key relationships on campus, attends campus mental health-related 

meetings/webinars, and attends an annual conference to help support the service. Other coordinator 

specific tasks are the maintenance of strong communication via email with on- and off-campus partners 

and current and interested student volunteers. Another task is the maintenance of the resource wall 

where resources are organized by category and displayed for students in an accessible and organized 

manner. The Coordinator oversees the marketing outreach (MO) team and directly works with MO 

Team Leader to collaborate with campus partners/events. The coordinator also provides reference 

letters, maintains volunteer files, maintains a detailed budget, and provides reimbursements for service-

related purchases. Lastly, the coordinator frequently reads peer support logs for quality assurance. 
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Assistant Coordinator Specific Duties: 

The assistant coordinator manages volunteer shifts and day-to-day situations at the peer support 

reception desk. The assistant coordinator maintains organization in the Speakeasy Google drive and 

secure N-drive files. Additional tasks are email maintenance, and the management of analytical data and 

feedback data. The assistant coordinator is a resource to the TL’s and often provides debriefs with the 

TL’s. 

Peer Support Team Leaders (TL’s): 

Peer Support Team Leaders have a thorough understanding of Speakeasy’s role in the UBC community, 

mental health advocacy, outreach or peer support training, and volunteer wellness. They have strong 

leadership, interpersonal, and organizational skills. Public speaking, marketing, and other specific skills 

are especially useful and required. TL’s also display a high level of professionalism and the ability to form 

positive working relationships with others. TL’s are often volunteers who have had a few years of 

experience within the organization and have been exemplary volunteers as reflected in their 

performance evaluations. 

The TL’s complete between 7-10 hours/week of volunteer hours which consist of 2 hours of desk shifts, 

prepping for weekly meetings, and conducting check-ins and post-peer support session debriefs with 

peer support volunteers. TL’s rotate their peer support and project group meetings each week, and their 

groups consist of different peer support volunteers. 

Peer Support (PS) Volunteers: 

Speakeasy peer support volunteers are the driving force between all peer support sessions. The 

volunteers are scheduled at the beginning of each semester for 3 hours of desk shifts per week. 

Additionally, PS volunteers are expected to attend their weekly meetings and make contributions to 

these meetings via the homework discussed and assigned by the group and their TL. 

Marketing Outreach Volunteers: 

Marketing outreach volunteers have a weekly meeting led by the coordinator and MO TL to discuss, 

plan, and implement ideas to spread awareness of Speakeasy to students on campus. Their duties range 

on a week-by-week basis, however, ultimately consist of various forms of boothing, giving out goody 

bags, and promoting the service on various campus locations. A consistent boothing schedule was 

created for the ESC during the peer support hours to promote the new second location on Thursdays 

from 12-4PM. 

Peer Support Desk Shifts: 

Speakeasy peer support shifts are called “desk shifts” where two volunteers are scheduled to be 

manning the Speakeasy reception desk in Nest Room 3125A, also internally known as The Well. The desk 

shift hours and location range depending on when/where the volunteers sign up for their weekly shifts. 
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There are safety procedures in place in the form of a silent alarm, which is why there must always be 

two volunteers scheduled at all times in order to conduct peer support sessions safely. 

Desk Shift Procedures: 

The Well: Sign into shift upon arrival, use Analytics (Olivewood) to sign the peer in, access Speakeasy 

calendar to view online bookings, mark the interaction on Desk Interactions, maintain the security of 

shift partners and the security of the reception desk room. 

 

Peer Support Session: After safely and confidentially signing in the peer, lead peer to room # is 3121 to 

complete the peer support session. Offer a feedback survey to peer. After the session is complete, fill 

out the PS session log, put it into an envelope, and place it into your TL’s folder. Slack TL that you will 

need to schedule a debrief. 

6.2 Introduction & service offerings from AMS Vice 

AMS Vice is a relatively newer service offering. It was born out of a perceived gap in student services, as 
explored by Tracey Gaydosh in 2015, and brought to the student council in September of that year. The 
operational foundation for AMS Vice as a service was established by the AMS Vice Coordinator - Lina 
Castro in the summer of 2016, and a small group of volunteers in the following fall. From its inception, 
Vice’s operation has been centered around the notion of “finding your balance”, allowing the students 
themselves to decide what healthy use looks like for them, and empowering them to reach this balance. 

Vice has two main branches; educational outreach, and peer mentorship.   

1. Educational outreach is the branch in which volunteers participate in more ‘on the groundwork’ 
by developing workshops, booths, interactive activities and collaborate with different 
organizations on campus in order to reach a large variety of the individuals on campus. Events 
that the educational outreach have done in the past include hosting the Naloxone Training and 
Panel Discussion (78 people attended, over 100 signed up, and over 1000 interactions on social 
media regarding this event), Residence Wellness Symposiums (over 300 interactions during a 2 
hour period, ‘blind pour’ alcohol education activity), and facilitating the Red Flags presentation 
which talks about safe substance use with different groups on campus such as new students, 
sororities, and fraternities (roughly 80 people her session).  

2. On the peer mentorship branch of the service, volunteers are trained as peer mentors, which 
hold one-on-one, or group facilitation sessions and help guide students through their own 
substance use patterns, or questions. While these students are not medical professionals, by 
having a peer to talk to, it encourages students to voice their opinions out loud, and make 
informed decisions. Peer mentorship volunteers book sessions by the online link which is shared 
in Vice’s social media pages; however, they also hold drop-in sessions in the peer mentorship 
room shared by Speakeasy for students who are in distress and need immediate assistance. To 
date, the peer mentorship service has received 14 mentorship sessions, with one repeat 
mentee, for the 2019/2020 academic year.  

Additionally, another position created this year as Social Media Manager, which has proved to be a huge 
asset for the service. Vice having their own individual dedicated to this has allowed high quality content 
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to be created, which a focus on harm reduction and substance education. This individual operates the 
Facebook content, such as posts, event creations, and comment replies. In addition to Facebook, they 
have created an Instagram page and remain active on it by posting stories, posts, comments, and 
responding to direct messages in-app. In regard to communication in the application, we have seen 
numerous direct messages turn into peer mentorship sessions by sharing the link after messaging the 
page, as well as interest in volunteering for the service.  

 

With its numbers growing, Vice was excited to pursue newer initiatives in 2019W Term 2 (Jan-May 
2020). Unfortunately, due to COVID-19 and campus closures and suspension of in person activities and 
events cancellations, many Vice initiatives intended for this term did not get to happen. One example 
was bringing in a free substance testing for students to campus, a major marketing push at BlockParty 
through the Vice Cube, as well as a collaboration with AMS Events in the form of ‘Doodles & Doobies’ 
event - which is a slight variation on their flagship event ‘Pastels & Pinot’ targeted towards balanced and 
educated use of Cannabis post legalization recreationally.   

6.3 Awareness and Reported Student Usage – AMS Speakeasy 
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Awareness and Reported Student Usage – AMS Vice
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2016/17 2017/18 2018/19
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Usage of Vice by: 
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Strategic Recommendation – AMS Peer Support Service: 
 

AMS Services has always aimed to operate based on two principles: providing services that are in-

demand and that fill gaps in our community; and to provide services that are accessible and low-barrier 

as possible. In the context to wellness and mental health support, Vice and Speakeasy have been filling 

gaps that we have seen in our community related to peer support and harm reduction when it comes to 

substance use. Since the last Services Review, much has evolved on the campus community, with new 

services being started, others shutting down, and existing ones changing their focus (as just a few 

examples). It is in this context of change, and with our operational principles in mind, that the below 

recommendations have been made. 

AMS Speakeasy and AMS Vice be consolidated into one Services and be re-named AMS Peer Support, 
in line with and similar to those employed by a majority of comparable student union/associated in 

Canada. 
 

 Merging the operations of both the AMS Speakeasy Student Support service, as well as the AMS 

Vice under one umbrella service, which will be renamed “AMS Peer Support”. 

 This Service will have a structure similar to the AMS SASC – that is, two “branches”, one focused 

on providing peer support sessions, and the other focused on Outreach and Education 

addressing topics previously pursued under Speakeasy and Vice.  

 This new Service will have a one lead Coordinator, and two Assistant Coordinators (one for each 

focus area). 

Relevant background for justification: 

Speakeasy was created back in 1970 as “…a talk and information center … to help fill gaps left by other 

student counselling services available on campus and in the city.” Now, it is still related to the same 

purpose with “… providing free, confidential, one-on-one peer support for UBC students and staff facing 

a wide variety of challenges.” 

In its current form, Speakeasy has a Coordinator and Assistant Coordinator (part-time paid student 

staff); 5 Peer Support Team Leads (TLs), 1 Marketing and Outreach Team Lead, and approximately 40 

Peer Supporters and Marketing and Outreach volunteers. The TLs oversee the Peer Supporters and 

Marketing and Outreach Volunteers, who directly provide peer support sessions to clients and engage in 

boothing/outreach. A similar structure is graphically outlined in the proposed tree graph later on in this 

report. 

Vice was founded back in 2016-17, with the goal of, “a service to help any student on the UBC campus 

who has either an addiction or would like to garner more information about different types of substance 

abuses, how they can get help on and off campus, and what resources are available through insurance. 

Vice [is] three pronged focusing on education, community outreach, and student peer support 

networks.” 
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Vice has a smaller, but similarly structured teams, with a few different Team Leads who oversee projects 

within the Service. Vice has evolved to be much more outreach based, seeing few sessions for peer 

support, but seeing great turnout at events such as Naloxone training. 

Environmental Scan: 

Since the founding of these two Services, the landscape of available resources and issues that students 

face has changed (and continues to do so) on campus. Funding for UBC Counselling has increased, a new 

integrated health building is being constructed on campus, and the UBC Wellness Centre has expanded, 

as just a few examples. 

For brevity, a mostly comprehensive list of all available resources can be found on the Campus Lightbox 

website (campuslightbox.com). 

Two organizations that are of significant note in relation to the operations of Vice and Speakeasy: 

 UBC Wellness Centre: “At the Wellness Centre, Wellness Peer Educators are trained student 

volunteers who can answer your questions, talk with you, and recommend resources for 

everyday concerns related to health, relationships, and workload.” They also provide safer sex 

products available for purchase and have a Nurse on Campus during certain hours, but are 

limited in certain topics that they cover (ex. Substance use) and their peer support is provided in 

a more open setting (in comparison to our private room for sessions). 

 Student Recovery Community: “The recovery community at UBC is a safe space for students 

who are in recovery, or pursuing recovery from drugs, alcohol, or other types of addictive 

behaviour.” Student-led, and focuses less on harm reduction, more on supporting those in 

recovery. 

Below is a brief comparison between peer support services as provided by institutions that are similar in 

ranking to UBC: 

 Alberta McGill Queen’s UBC 

Name Peer Support Centre Peer Support 

Centre 

Peer Support Centre Speakeasy 

Link https://su.ualberta.ca/serv

ices/psc/ 

https://psc.ss

mu.ca/ 

http://amspeersuppo

rt.com/ 

https://www.ams.ubc.ca

/student-

services/speakeasy/ 

Hours Monday to Friday 

Spring/Summer: 

9:00am - 5:00pm 

Fall/Winter: 

9:00am - 8:00pm 

Exam Weeks: 

10:00am - 6:00pm 

Monday to 

Friday 

11 AM – 5 PM 

(recently 

changed to 7 

PM); adjusted 

7 Days a week 

10:00 AM – 10 PM 

(Fall/Winter Hours) 

Monday to Thursday 

10AM-6PM 

Friday 

10 AM – 4 PM 

https://students.ubc.ca/health/wellness-centre
https://www.facebook.com/RecoveryUBC/
https://su.ualberta.ca/services/psc/
https://su.ualberta.ca/services/psc/
https://psc.ssmu.ca/
https://psc.ssmu.ca/
http://amspeersupport.com/
http://amspeersupport.com/
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hours during 

exams. 
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available? 
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approximately 

60 student 
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and 6 promo & 

outreach 

volunteers. 
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paid staff 

34 volunteers, 2 staff 

Languages 

other than 

English: 

Yes (Hindi, Gujarati, Urdu, 

Arabic, Vietnamese, 

Nigerian Pidgin, French, 

and Punjabi) 

Unclear Unclear None 

 

Motivations for restructuring: 

In short, with a long history and very structured operations, Speakeasy is very strong at providing peer 

support. However, with this target being at the core of the Service for so long, marketing and outreach 

activities have not been a strong point of the Service, and have led to a stagnant usage rate of 

Speakeasy Peer Support Services. 

On the flipside, Vice, as a new Service, has been stronger in marketing and outreach – with less of a 

cemented structure, it has been able to adapt to the needs of students more quickly, and provide 

workshops/engagement with students on the most up-to-date topics (ex. Joint rolling workshops, 

planned drug testing at future AMS festivals, information on the effects of study drugs, etc.). However, 

with less “credibility” as a service that provides peer support, and much less of a focus on that as a core 

activity, Vice sees very few peer support sessions. 

It is with this in mind that we believe resources could be better utilized by combining these Services into 

one. The overlap that is seen between the two, and the efforts that are replicated twice in each Service 
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would be more effective if the same number of people worked and volunteer for these Services, and 

only slightly expanding the scope of work done in each. 

Further detailed in a proposed structure below, the aim would to have 2 Assistant Coordinators within 

this new Service: one focused on Peer Support (including individual sessions for any topic, phone/online 

support, group sessions, and so on); and the other focused on events, marketing, and outreach 

(including the events that Vice holds, boothing, and online advertisements). We believe that this will 

allow Peer Supporters and the Assistant Coordinator to focus on their strengths, and the volunteers for 

Marketing and Outreach and their overseeing Assistant Coordinator to do the same. 

Proposed structure: 

The combined Service will do its best to include all activities, in some way, that were previously done in 

both Services. The entire Service will be broadly split into 2 branches: 

 The Peer Support branch that will be focusing on our confidential peer support sessions and our 

to-be-implemented chat/call services. They will have knowledge on all the topics that Speakeasy 

currently training on, as well as training on the topics that Vice is training on, such as substance 

use and addictions. 

 The education, outreach, marketing, and events branch, that will focus on events such as 

Naloxone training, boothing that we regularly do, and any promo of our Services. Further sub-

divisions are to be determined. 
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7 AMS Sexual Assault Support Centre  
7.1 Introduction 

The very beginnings of the AMS Sexual Assault Support Centre begin at the start of the new millennia, 

first as a joint project with WAVAW; the AMS then took it on as a solely AMS project, and the decision 

was made to run it as a Service.].  

Since 2002, the AMS SASC has been committed to the education, support, and empowerment of people 

of all genders who are survivors of sexualized violence as well as their friends and family.  

The AMS SASC has worked over the past 16 years in supporting survivors at UBC, by offering confidential 

and accessible support services as well as education on how to support survivors and reduce sexualized 

violence in the campus community. 

The AMS SASC serves UBC students, staff, faculty, and people with a connection to the UBC campus 

through our Support and Advocacy program, Volunteer and Outreach program and the Healthy 

Masculinities program. 

7.1.1 SASC Support & Advocacy – Data Collection Review & Analysis 

The purpose of this document is to demonstrate the increased use of SASC services over the past 4 

years. 

Overall, the number of individual points of contact has steadily increased from 2016 to 2019. 

 An important note in all the graphs below is the brief suspension/closure of the Support 

& Advocacy in 2018 likely had a large impact on the SASC’s ability to provide services to 

survivors. Without an office space and staff, the numbers don’t reflect the expected 

need during that period.  
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Graph 1: Total number of contact points for each year over a period of 4 years 

 

*All 2019 data only includes January to November.  

This has been further broken down by looking at the different points of contact (drop-in/in-person, 

email, phone, appointment, other) per year in Graph 2. 

 While drop-ins decreased in 2019 compared to previous years, appointments more than 

double from 2018 to 2019. Email and phone interactions also increased in 2018 and 

again in 2019. 
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Graph 2: Comparing Points of Contact by Category Type 

 

**Starting in October 2019 we added an additional category (texting) which has been put into the ‘other category’ for 

simplicity.  

In Graph 3 we can see how the number of points of contact has increase each month over 4 years.  

 Due to the high volume of September 2019 the data reflected here are likely 

underrepresenting the true number interactions between support staff and survivors. 
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Graph 3: Comparing Monthly Point of Contact Totals over a 4-year Period 

 

 

Graph 4: Types of Visits 
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Graphs 5-8 show the percentage of each type of service by year. Over the years the relative percentage 

of each type of service  

Graph 9 shows the total number of services provided each year organized by type. For each category 

except accompaniment and other there has been an increase over the 4 years.  

Graph 5: Describing the types of services provided in 2016 
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Graph 6: Describing the types of services provided in 2017 

 

Graph 7: Describing the types of services provided in 2018 
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Graph 8: Describing the types of services provided in 2019 

 

Graph 9: Comparing the types of services provided over 4 years 
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Appendix A: Environmental Scan – Sexual Assault Support Services  

OVERVIEW OF POST SECONDARY SEXUAL ASSAULT SUPPORT CENTRES ACROSS CANADA 

 Name of Institution  Notes 

UBC UBC University of 
Alberta  

University of 
Calgary 

Dalhousie University  

Provider AMS University 
(SVPRO) 

University University University - Human Rights & 
Equity Services Office 

 

SERVICES       

Emotional Support Y Y Y Y Y  

Referrals Y Y Y Y Y  

Accompaniment* Y Y Y Y N *Hospital accompaniments for sexual 
assault services mentioned online 

Advocacy Y Y Y Y Y  

Art Therapy Y N N N N  

Support Group  Y Y N N Y  

Counselling  N N Y Y (starting Dec 
2019) 

N  

Outreach Program Y Y Y Y N  

Volunteer 
Program 

Y Y Y unclear N  

General 
Information 

 

Hours Drop ins: 
M-F 8am-10pm 

Sat & Sun 11am-
7pm 

Hospital 
Accompaniments 

7 days a week 
8am-10pm 

M-F  
8:30am-
4:30pm 

7 days a week 
9am-9pm 

Unclear M-F  
9am-4pm 

 

Crisis Line  Yes – see above Y Yes – see 
above 

24/7 with 
campus 
security 

N  

Number of Staff  11  4 2 1  

http://www.aboriginalservices.ualberta.ca/
http://www.aboriginalservices.ualberta.ca/
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OVERVIEW OF POST SECONDARY SEXUAL ASSAULT SUPPORT CENTRES ACROSS CANADA 

 Name of Institution  
 

Notes 

McGill University of 
Victoria 

University of 
Western Ontario 

University of 
Waterloo 

McMaster University  

Provider Student Society University – 
Equity and 

Human Rights 
Office 

University University – Human 
Rights, Equity and 

Inclusion Office 

University – Equity and 
Inclusion Office 

 

SERVICES       

Emotional Support Y Y Y Y Y  

Referrals Y Y Y Y Y  

Accompaniment N N unclear N Y  

Advocacy** Y N unclear unclear unclear **websites did not specifically mention 
advocacy as part of services offered 

Art Therapy N N N N N  

Support Group  Y N N N N  

Counselling  N N N N N  

Outreach Program Y N N Y/N^ N ^Not directly through their SVPRO 

Volunteer 
Program 

Y N N N N  

General 
Information 

 

Hours Varies M-F 
Between 12pm-

9pm 

Unclear 9am-4pm Unclear M-F  
9am-4:30pm 

 

Crisis Line  Y Y N N N  

Number of Staff  Volunteer run 1 1 2 1  

 
 

http://www.aboriginalservices.ualberta.ca/
http://www.aboriginalservices.ualberta.ca/
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OVERVIEW OF POST SECONDARY SEXUAL ASSAULT SUPPORT CENTRES ACROSS CANADA 

 Name of Institution  
 

Notes 

University of 
Manitoba 

University of 
Toronto 

Universite de 
Montreal 

University of 
Ottawa 

Queen’s University  

Provider University – 
Student Affairs 

University  University – Centre 
for Harassment 

Intervention 

University – 
Human Rights 

Office 

University – Human 
Rights & Equity 

 

SERVICES       

Emotional Support Y Y Y Y Y  

Referrals Y Y Y Y Y  

Accompaniment N Y Y N N  

Advocacy N Y Y N N  

Art Therapy N N N N N  

Support Group  N N N N N  

Counselling  N N N N N  

Outreach Program N – offered by 
Health & Wellness 

Office 

N N N N  

Volunteer 
Program 

N N N N N  

General 
Information 

 

Hours M-F  
8:30am-4:30pm 

M-F  
9am-5pm 

M-F  
8:30am-4:30pm 

M-F 
 8:45am-4pm 

M-F 
Hours unknown 

 

Crisis Line  N Y Y N N  

Number of Staff  2 7 5 1 
 

1  

http://www.aboriginalservices.ualberta.ca/
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Appendix B: Environmental Scan of Student Services  

University of Alberta 

Student Service Provider Provided at UBC Provider Notes 

Student Society University  AMS UBC  

First People’s 

House 

  Y   First Nations House of Learning  

Career Centre   Y    

Academic Success 

Centre 

  Y/N   Provides professional support to help students strengthen 

their academic skills and achieve their academic goals. Similar 

programs are provided by Center for Writing and Scholarly 

Communication, and various Peer Programs. 

Centre for Writers   Y   Provides workshops tailored to improving student academic 

writing, as well as free appointment tutoring. The UBC 

Learning Commons and Centre for Writing and Scholarly 

Communication do similar things. 

Student 

Accessibility 

Services  

  Y   Access & Diversity  

Office of the 

Student Ombuds 

  Y   Two separate offices: one with UBC, one with the AMS. 

InfoLink   Y/N   Helps connect students to academic, student life, and campus 

resources. There is no singular service at UBC such as this. 

Student Legal 

Services 

  Y   Law Students Legal Advice Program  

http://www.aboriginalservices.ualberta.ca/
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Transition Year 

Program  

  Y/N   Various programs exist for Aboriginal students transferring 

to/being accepted to/studying at UBC. 

International 

Student Services  

  Y   International Student Development  

Access Fund   Y   Financial assistance to students who are either ineligible for 

student loans, have reached the maximum in their student 

loan amounts or simply do not have access to sufficient 

funding. UBC Bursary Program and  AMS bursaries exist at 

UBC. 

Campus Food 

Bank 

  Y    

Community 

Service Learning 

  Y   UBC Centre for Community Engaged Learning   

Institute for 

Sexual Minority 

Studies and 

Services (ISMSS) 

  N   Outreach, advocacy and programs for Sexual and Gender 

Minorities. 

The Landing     Y   Offers a wide variety of support services, including drop-in 

sessions for gender and sexual diversity. At UBC, the service is 

matched by those provided by a number of groups including 

the Pride Collective and the Equity & Inclusion Office 

University Health 

Centre  

  Y    

Undergraduate & 

Graduate Student 

Health and Dental 

Plans  

  Y    

http://www.aboriginalservices.ualberta.ca/
http://www.aboriginalservices.ualberta.ca/
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Peer Support 

Centre 

  Y   Offers confidential help line not currently being provided by 

Speakeasy. 

Sexual Assault 

Centre 

  Y   SASC and SVPRO at UBC 

Safewalk   Y   UofA service is volunteer-based  

Faculty of 

Extension   

  Y   Professional development programs and courses offered by 

the university. UBC Extended Learning at UBC. 

Leadership 

Education and 

Development 

Centre 

  N   Offers programming on “leadership theories and best 

practices for student leaders”. 

Renting Spaces 

Housing Registry 

  N   Previously provided by AMS Rentsline (now uvrentsline.com). 

New Student 

Orientation 

  Y   Provided by the university at UBC. 

Jobkin Job 

Registry 

  Y   UBC Careers Online 

  

http://www.aboriginalservices.ualberta.ca/
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Queen’s University 

Student Service Provider Provided at UBC Provider Notes 

Student Society University  AMS UBC  

Four Directions 

Indigenous 

Student Centre 

(FDISC) 

  Y   First Nations House of Learning  

Career 

Information 

Area/Career 

Services 

  Y    

Student Academic 

Success Services 

  Y   “academic support to students who wish to develop their 

skills in critical thinking, reading, learning, studying, writing, 

and self-management. “Also includes services provided by the 

UBC’s Centre for Writing and Scholarly Communication. 

Similar programs are provided by CSI&C. 

Student 

Accessibility 

Services  

  Y   Access & Diversity  

Office of the 

University 

Ombudsperson 

  Y   Two separate offices: one with UBC, one with the AMS. Only a 

university affiliated office exists at Queens. 

Judicial Affairs 

Office/Academic 

Grievance Centre 

  Y/N   Two separate services that mostly encompass the work of 

AMS Advocacy and Ombuds Office. 

Queen’s Legal Aid   Y/N   Law Students Legal Advice Program  

http://www.aboriginalservices.ualberta.ca/
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International 

Centre  

  Y   International Student Development  

General Bursary   Y   The Queen's General Bursary is a non-repayable grant 

available to students in all years of study who have a 

demonstrated financial need. UBC Bursary Program and AMS 

bursaries exist at UBC. 

AMS Food Bank   Y    

Community 

Service Learning 

  Y   UBC Centre for Community Engaged Learning. At Queens, not 

offered at a large scale. 

Levana Gender 

Advocacy 

Centre/Queens 

Equity Office 

  Y   At UBC, services are matched by those provided by a number 

of groups including the Pride Collective and the Equity & 

Inclusion Office. 

Student Wellness 

Services  

  Y    

Undergraduate & 

Graduate Student 

Health and Dental 

Plans  

  Y    

Peer Support 

Centre 

  Y   Offers confidential help line not currently being provided by 

Speakeasy. 

Queen’s 

University Sexual 

Violence 

Prevention and 

Response 

Coordinator 

  Y   SASC and SVPRO at UBC 

Walkhome   Y   Safewalk at UBC  

http://www.aboriginalservices.ualberta.ca/
http://www.aboriginalservices.ualberta.ca/
http://www.aboriginalservices.ualberta.ca/
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Professional, 

Executive & 

Continuing 

Education   

  Y   Professional development programs and courses offered by 

the university. UBC Extended Learning at UBC. 

Holiday 

Housecheck 

  N   A Service to “collect your house’s mail and conduct a full 

exterior check twice weekly over the December break. This 

exterior check includes ensuring that all doors are closed and 

locked, all windows are closed and intact, examining the 

premises for a sign of break-in, and contacting the tenant, 

landlord, and/or police in the event of an incident.” 

Queen’s 

Community 

Housing 

  N   Housing services, aside from University owned residences 

that are managed and rented to students. 

New Student 

Orientation 

  Y   Run similarly to how UBC does. 

Queen’s MyCareer   Y   UBC Careers Online 

Printing and Copy 

Centre 

  N   No longer any AMS-owned centers. 

Housing Resource 

Centre 

  N   Offers support for students who are experiencing a conflict 

with a landlord or housemate in a safe and confidential space. 

Trained student volunteers can also answer questions and 

provide information on property standards, leases, tenant 

rights, house hunting, home security, and more. 

Queen’s Student 

Constables 

  N   Peer to peer security service that uphold the AMS and 

universities rules and regulations at sanctioned events and 

venues around campus. 

Studio Q   N   A student-run media production service that operates under 

the Alma Mater Society of Queen’s University. Offer’s student 

organizations and local businesses professional quality media 
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projects including livestream, video, graphic design, 

photography, and publications. 

Tricolour Outlet   N   Mix of used bookstore, merchandise shop, and ticket reseller 

for concerts/bus travel. 

 

University of Toronto (St. George Campus) 

Student Service Provider Provided at 

UBC 

Provider Notes 

Student Society University  AMS UBC  

First Nations House   Y    

Student Success 

Centre 

  Y   Similar to the Centre for Student Involvement and 

Careers, with programs that focus on academic 

success, career exploration and help, peer programs 

for “historically underrepresented and marginalized 

communities”, workshops, etc. Also has Housing 

through this unit. 

Accessibility Services   Y   Access and Diversity. Also has peer programs within 

this unit (ex. How to speak to people in power – 

facilitated by peers)  

The Anti-Racism and 

Cultural Diversity 

Office 

  Y   Equity and Inclusion  

Centre for 

International 

Experience  

  Y   Combination of International Student Development, 

Go Global, Tandem Language Exchange  

Family Care Office   Y/N   Provides a variety of services & resources to 

students with dependents including child care, 

http://www.aboriginalservices.ualberta.ca/
http://www.aboriginalservices.ualberta.ca/
http://www.aboriginalservices.ualberta.ca/
http://www.aboriginalservices.ualberta.ca/
http://www.aboriginalservices.ualberta.ca/
http://www.aboriginalservices.ualberta.ca/
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school programs, mentorship program, and 

eldercare. Certain services (i.e. childcare) are 

currently provided by UBC. 

Health & Wellness 

Centre 

  Y   Provided by UBC Student Health Services, Wellness 

Centre, Counselling Services 

Sexual and Gender 

Diversity Office 

  Y   Provided at UBC by the Equity & Inclusion Office and 

the Pride Collective 

Income Tax Clinics   Y   UBC Tax Assistance Clinic for Students (club) 

Financial Assistance   Y   UBC financial aid and AMS subsidies/grants 

Blue Crew   Y/N   The Blue Crew is a group of students who actively 

volunteer within the campus community and 

participate in the activities of U of T students’ 

union. No longer a directly equivalent program at 

the AMS (Volunteer Ave), though similar services are 

provided at CSI&C. 

Service Groups   Y   Any groups covered by student fee levies. Includes 

groups similar to the Resource Groups, LSLAP, 

Engineering design teams, Bike Kitchen, and more. 

Established as separate organizations at UBC. 

Places4Students.com   N   Online service (not owned or operated by either U of 

T or student union) aimed at helping students find 

off-campus housing. Includes property listings and 

roommate finder 

Food Bank   Y   There are multiple food banks within the U of T 

network. The one at St. George Campus operates 

from 12-3 on Fridays. 

STOP Plate Anti-Theft 

Program 

  N   STOP plates are permanently affixed to items and 

reduce the percentage of theft by clearly marking 

equipment as an obvious liability for any would-be 

http://www.aboriginalservices.ualberta.ca/
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thief. STOP plates are marked with a unique 

registration number that dramatically increases the 

incidence of recovery. 

McGill University  

Student Service Provider Provided at 

UBC 

Provider Notes 

Student Society University  AMS UBC  

Campus Life & 

Engagement 

  Y   Go-to hub for navigating and connecting students to 

resources and opportunities available to them (i.e. 

orientations, campus involvement, peer programs, etc.). 

Provided at UBC by the Centre for Student Involvement 

and Careers. 

Career Planning 

Centre 

  Y   CSI&C 

Student Wellness 

Hub  

  Y   Mix of Health Services and Counselling Services 

First Peoples’ 

House 

  Y   First Nations Long House 

International 

Student Services  

  Y    

Office for 

Students with 

Disabilities  

  Y    

Office of Religious 

and Spiritual Life 

  Y/N   Raises religious literacy around world religions, as well as 

connects students with their existing faith communities 

both on and off campus. Chaplains and certain AMS 

clubs provide some of these services 

http://www.aboriginalservices.ualberta.ca/
http://www.aboriginalservices.ualberta.ca/
http://www.aboriginalservices.ualberta.ca/
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Tutorial Service   Y   Private tutors that provide academic assistance in course 

material, assistance with proof-reading, and exam 

preparation 

McGill Students’ 

Emergency 

Response Team  

  Y   FAST (First Aid Student Team)  

Black Students’ 

Network  

  Y/N   UBC Black Student Union (a club) and others   

Peer Support 

Centre 

  Y    

McGill Students’ 

Nightline 

  N   Confidential, anonymous and non-judgmental phone 

service for crisis management 

Queer McGill   Y/N   Pride Collective 

The Plate Club   N   Reusable dishwasher service as well as inventory rental. 

Was previously done at UBC through AMS Sustainability 

Centre.  

SSMU Volunteer 

Service   

  Y   Previously provided by Volunteer Avenue; currently 

provided by CSI&C. 

The Flat Bike 

Collective  

  Y   AMS Bike Co-op 

Sexual Assault 

Centre  

  Y   Volunteer-based service that supports survivors of 

sexual assault and their allies through direct support, 

advocacy, and outreach 

Musicians 

Collective 

  Y   Various AMS clubs (ex. Blank Vinyl Project) 

http://www.aboriginalservices.ualberta.ca/
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Midnight Kitchen   Y   Volunteer-run collective dedicated to providing daily 

pay-what-you-can vegan meals. Similar to Sprouts. 

Drivesafe/ 

Walksafe 

  Y   Service is volunteer-based  

TVM: Student 

Television at 

McGill 

  N   TVM regularly publishes videos relevant to the McGill 

community, focusing on Arts & Culture, Comedy, Drama, 

Music, News, Campus & City Life, and more. 

 

University of Western Ontario (Western University) 

Student Service Provider Provided at 

UBC 

Provider Notes 

Student Society University  AMS UBC  

Academic Support 

& Engagement; 

Careers and 

Experience 

  Y/N   Similar to the programming offered by units such as CSI&C, 

Centre for Writing and Scholarly Communication, Centre 

for Accessibility, Centre for Community Engaged Learning, 

etc. 

Indigenous 

Services  

  Y    

Propel 

Entrepreneurship 

Centre 

  Y   Provides space, mentorship, and seed funding at the 

incubation level for startups. Similar to AMS 

Entrepreneurship Hub and e@UBC 

Wellness 

Education Centre  

  Y   Includes Wellness Peer Educators, Wellness Coordinator, 

the Sexual Violence Prevention Education Coordinator, 

and Western Dietitian Services. Similar services provided 

by UBC and AMS. 
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Student 

Emergency 

Response Team 

  Y/N   Provides volunteer-based first aid team. Also provides First 

Aid and CPR courses.  

Foot Patrol    Y   Volunteer-driven and ran by the university. Similar to AMS 

Safewalk 

Western Film   Y/N   Theatre owned and operated by the student union. Similar 

to Film Soc at UBC. 

Promotions   N   “USC Promotions supports, enhances and communicates 

the services and operations of the USC to Western 

University undergraduates while empowering students to 

create their own content. A team of USC staff mentor and 

train student interns and volunteers to produce creative 

promotions, photographs, and video productions that 

provide valuable industry experience.” 

Poster Patrol   N   Western University Students’ Council is responsible for 

monitoring the posting of notices on UWO main campus 

poster boards. Not required at UBC. 

Purple Store   Y   Similar to UBC Bookstore. 

Inclusivity 

Programming 

  Y   Similar to AMS resource groups. 

Food Support 

Services 

  Y   AMS Food Bank. Also provides a “Food Hamper (Digital 

Food Bank)”: “Our food hamper service provides students 

in need with a grocery bag of food for 1-2 days. Students 

in need can request a food hamper by filling out a food 

hamper request form online, visiting our office, or printing 

out a hard copy of our PDF.” 

Peer Support 

Centre 

  Y   “The centre is a safe space in which students can express 

their feelings and explore resource options provided by 

http://www.aboriginalservices.ualberta.ca/
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the university, the city of London, and the USC.” Provided 

by AMS Speakeasy and UBC programs. 

University of Melbourne (Australia) 

Student Service Provider Provided at UBC Provider Notes 

Student Society University  AMS UBC  

Aboriginal Student 

Services Centre 

  Y   First Nations House of Learning  

Career Centre   Y    

Student Success 

Centre 

  N   Provides professional support to help students 

strengthen their academic skills and achieve their 

academic goals 

Centre for Writers   Y   Provides workshops tailored to improving student 

academic writing, as well as free appointment tutoring. 

The UBC Learning Commons provides support for the 

former 

Student 

Accessibility 

Services  

  Y   Access & Diversity  

Office of the 

Student Ombuds 

  Y    Provided by a government Ombuds. 

Student Legal 

Service/Advocacy 

  Y   Student Legal Fund Society, AMS Advocacy Office 

Intro to Uni   N   Jumpstart is being expanded to all students. 

http://www.aboriginalservices.ualberta.ca/
http://www.aboriginalservices.ualberta.ca/
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Indigenous 

Student Success 

Team  

  Y   Various programs at UBC, such as dedicated advisors for 

Indigenous students.  

International 

Student Services  

  Y   International Student Development  

Immediate 

Assistance (fund) 

  N   Financial assistance to students who are either ineligible 

for student loans, have reached the maximum in their 

student loan amounts or simply do not have access to 

sufficient funding. AMS bursaries administered through 

UBC financial aid process.  

Food Bank   Y    

Community 

Service Learning 

  Y   UBC Centre for Community Engaged Learning   

Institute for 

Sexual Minority 

Studies and 

Services (ISMSS) 

  Y   Outreach and advocacy for Sexual and Gender Minorities   

Diverse 

Community 

Support  

  Y   Various groups within the student union. At UBC, the 

service is matched by those provided by a number of 

groups including the Pride Collective and the Equity & 

Inclusion Office 

Health Service    Y    

Peer Support 

Program 

  Y   Limited to only offering support for students going 

through academic appeals processes. 

Security Escort   Y   Provided by the university (similar to Campus Security); 

no program similar to Safewalk 

http://www.aboriginalservices.ualberta.ca/
http://www.aboriginalservices.ualberta.ca/
http://www.aboriginalservices.ualberta.ca/
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Host Program   Y/N   Similar to UBC-run orientation programs, but done every 

semester. 

Mentoring 

Network 

  N   Give general advice about university, refer to resources, 

etc. No one specific program like this at UBC. 

VCE Summer 

School 

  N   A program run by the student union for upper-year high 

school students that focuses on “creating a healthy 

study-life balance, and providing tutoring on the widest 

range of subjects.” 

University of Bristol (United Kingdom) 

Student Service Provider Provided at UBC Provider Notes 

Student Society University  AMS UBC  

Student Union 

Shop 

  Y   UBC Bookstore has items for sale at UBC. 

Networks 

(Resource Groups) 

  Y   At Bristol SU, these groups are under their student 

union, and also include international students as a 

group; at UBC, they are separate from the AMS. 

Living Room   N   “The Bristol SU Living Rooms are designed specifically to 

facilitate relaxation and community building, and reduce 

isolation” – essentially common spaces for students to 

use/relax/book for events. Not as relevant for AMS as 

we have our own building 

Welcome Week   Y   Orientation/clubs days activities. 

Bristol SU Lettings   N   Offers real estate agent service, property management, 

rentals, home valuations. 

Just Ask   Y/N   Similar to a combination of Advocacy + other offices 

such as Access + Diversity/Advising Offices, offers 
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guidance on appeals, extenuating circumstances and 

disciplinary action. 

Intramurals   Y   Provided by UBC REC. 

Volunteering   Y   Previously provided by Volunteer Ave; discontinued for 

Centre for Student Involvement & Careers Services. 

Career Services   Y   CSI&C 

Mental Health 

Services 

  Y    

Bristol Nightline   N   Operates a free, confidential phone service service 

between 8 PM – 8 AM, and 8 PM – 12 AM for messaging 

service. Separate from student society. 

Student Wellbeing 

Services 

  N    Non-clinical/emergency advice for students – “We are 

your first point of contact and will ensure you get the 

right help from the right people”. Appears to be similar 

to how Speakeasy operates, but not with peers. 
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Appendix C: Comparison of Peer Support Services at UBC, University of Alberta, McGill and Queen’s 

 Alberta McGill Queen’s UBC 

Name Peer Support Centre Peer Support Centre Peer Support Centre Speakeasy 

Link https://su.ualberta.ca/services/psc/ https://psc.ssmu.ca/ http://amspeersupport.com/ https://www.ams.ubc.ca/student-

services/speakeasy/ 

Hours Monday to Friday 

Spring/Summer: 

9:00am - 5:00pm 

Fall/Winter: 

9:00am - 8:00pm 

Exam Weeks: 

10:00am - 6:00pm 

Monday to Friday 

11 AM – 5 PM (recently 

changed to 7 PM) 

Exams: 

- 11 AM – 1/3 PM 
- 3 PM – 5 PM 

7 Days a week 

10:00 AM – 10 PM 

(Fall/Winter Hours) 

Monday to Thursday 

10AM-6PM 

Friday 

10 AM – 4 PM 

Call line 

available? 

Yes Yes (as a separate service, 

Nightline) 

No No 

Does external 

presentations? 

Yes Yes No No 

Number of 

Volunteers + 

Staff 

53+ 10 executives, approximately 

60 student peer supporters, 

and 6 promo & outreach 

volunteers. 

100+ volunteers and paid 

staff 

34 volunteers, 2 staff 

Languages 

other than 

English: 

Yes (Hindi, Gujarati, Urdu, Arabic, 

Vietnamese, Nigerian Pidgin, 

French, and Punjabi) 

Unclear Unclear None 

https://su.ualberta.ca/services/psc/
https://psc.ssmu.ca/
http://amspeersupport.com/
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7.2 Self-Assessment Process  

As part of the AMS Services Review, team members from all three programs at the AMS SASC, including 

Support & Advocacy, Volunteer & Outreach and Healthier Masculinities, completed the CAS Sexual 

Violence-Related Programs and Services Self-Assessment. Team members completed the self-

assessment individually and then discussed their ratings at team meetings to resolve discrepancies and 

generate the recommendations below. 

Summary of Results  
Across all three teams at the SASC, there was generally consensus that areas of good practice at 

the AMS SASC include Part 5: Access, Equity, Diversity & Inclusion;1 Part 6: Leadership, Management & 

Supervision (except for Strategic Planning); Part 7: Human Resources; and Part 9: Ethics, Law & Policy.2  

                                                           
1 Several team members did note that maintaining equitable and inclusive services requires constant reflection and 

development. One team member commented in their ‘justification for rating’ in section 5.4: “I believe that the 

SASC genuinely endeavors to be a space that implements access, equity, diversity and inclusion. However, I think 

that the SASC as well as the AMS as a whole could benefit from determining how much more we can do (ie. 

Training, policy changes, systemic changes, etc.) to address the needs of diverse groups of individuals.” A particular 

area of growth identified was improving services for and building relationships with Indigenous students and 

communities. 

2 Discrepancies in Part 9 relate to different levels of awareness of ethical and legal obligations between our 
Education and Support teams. All members of the Support & Advocacy team rated this section as 2 ‘meets’ 
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Areas identified as requiring improvement in one or more criteria included Part 1: Mission; Part 

2: Program & Services; Part 4: Assessment; Part 8: Collaboration & Communication; Part 11: Technology; 

and Part 12: Facilities and Infrastructure. In general, the team indicated a need for an updated strategic 

plan and written policies for strategic communications and program assessment. Concerns were also 

shared around technology and space constraints. Further comments on each of these sections is below.  

The team agreed that the criteria included in Part 3: Student Learning, Development and 

Success were mostly relevant for institutional programs. For example, criteria included aligning student-

learning goals with “the institutional framework for student outcomes”. As an organization that is 

independent from UBC, the AMS SASC’s learning goals may not always align with institutional goals. 

Lastly, the majority of team members did not feel they were familiar enough with AMS financial policies 

to assess Part 10: Financial Resources.  

Areas of Improvement & Recommendations 

Part 1: Mission  
 As seen in Appendix 1, there was a wide discrepancy of ratings in this section. After discussing, 

the team concluded that while we all share similar values and approaches to anti-violence work, there is 

a lack of a unified SASC mission statement. Some team members were not certain if the following 

statement is considered our mission statement:  

“Since 2002 the SASC has been committed to the education, support, and empowerment of people of all 
genders who are survivors of sexualized violence as well as their friends and family. We serve UBC 

students, staff, faculty, and people with a connection to the UBC campus through various resources and 
services.” 

Furthermore, with significant changes to our staffing structure, team members and funding over the last 
few years, the team highlighted that dedicating resources to strategic planning and developing an up to 
date mission statement is needed both to guide our current work and for institutional memory. 

Part 2: Program & Services 

 While there was consensus that our programs and services are strong given the capacity and 

resources at our disposal, the team identified weaknesses in developing program goals and outcomes. 

Some concerns were raised around whether the SASC’s growth has been sustainable and whether our 

programs & services would benefit from having specific goals to avoid mission drift. Similar to Part 1, our 

team discussion emphasized that developing a strategic plan, including goals and outcomes, would 

assist in ensuring that all programs and services work towards the same mission. In addition, as will be 

discussed further in Part 4 below, assessing impact is challenging without key outcomes and goals to 

measure our progress.  

                                                           
whereas Outreach Workers, who do not handle confidential disclosures and support services, predominantly rated 
this section as IE ‘insufficient evidence’ or DNA ‘does not apply’ as they are not trained on support service 
protocols. During our team meeting, the team concluded that this remains an area of good practice since Outreach 
Workers are not required to know, for example, our policies related to limits of confidentiality and would refer to a 
Support Worker or Coordinator/Manager.  
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Recommendation #1: Develop a new strategic plan including an updated mission statement, 

goals, and measurable outcomes.  

Part 4: Assessment 
 This area was noted by most staff as an area requiring further attention at the SASC. Some 

programs do more assessment than others, but this is done inconsistently and on an ad hoc basis. We 

do not have clear guidelines on how often assessment should be done, what indicators or outcomes are 

being measured, and how that data will be used to improve programs. Furthermore, while we collect 

data on service usage, we rarely use that data to communicate the impact the AMS SASC has on 

campus. Several people on our team noted that they would like to see this information used more in our 

communication efforts.  

Recommendation #2: Using the SASC’s strategic plan, regularly assess the impact of all 

programs and communicate this impact across campus. 

Part 8: Collaboration & Communication 
  While criteria related to both collaboration and communication were mostly ranked as ‘meets’ 

or ‘partly meets’, the team agreed that there is generally a lack of procedures and guidelines for SASC 

communications. We don’t currently have social media guidelines for posting or monitoring online 

interactions and therefore do not use these channels to their full impact. As one team member noted: 

“While the SASC endeavors to promote our services and events in various ways, I believe it would be 

helpful to have a marketing and communication strategy to assess the efficacy of these means as well as 

to explore other avenues.” 

Recommendation #3: Develop a marketing and communications strategy to streamline key 

messaging and ensure that our online and print communications are resonating with 

students.  

Part 11: Technology 

 Currently, technology is outdated at the SASC and we lack basic equipment for our 

team. There are not enough computers for all support staff in the office and we only have one 

laptop computer, which is outdated and can no longer be used for workshops and events, as it 

is not compatible for most projectors and screens. Outreach staff are therefore required to use 

their personal computers for work.  

 In addition, the SASC currently uses primarily paper files with limited data tracking 

capacity. The support and advocacy team emphasized the importance of shifting to a secure 

and confidential case management database to improve data tracking, particularly given the 

increase in service usage at the SASC over the last 2-3 years.  

Recommendation #4: Invest in technology updates and additional workspaces to 

accommodate the current staff team.  
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Recommendation #5: Implement a paperless case management database to improve security 

and more accurately track support service usage.  

Part 12: Facilities and Infrastructure 

 The size of our space is no longer sufficient for our current staff team. Not all support 

team members have access to a workspace during the busiest period of drop-ins (week day 

afternoons). Furthermore, our second support room is located on a different floor of the main 

office, requiring us to walk with a survivor through the building, which compromises their 

privacy.  

 Staff also expressed significant concerns about the visibility of our office from the 

elevators: “with our office open directly to the elevators, I worry about people’s sense of 

confidentiality when they enter and leave our office. Moreover, many people often mistaken 

our office for the health and dental office.” In addition, the current location of our main 

support room lacks soundproofing and is often not conducive to the quiet atmosphere required 

during a support appointment, particularly due to the room’s location close to the busy 

elevators and a lounge space that often has loud events and live music.  

 Lastly, due to a lack of space in our main office, the Volunteer and Outreach team are 

required to work in a separate office space on a different floor of the building. This is not 

conducive to collaborating and communicating across programs and our team would ideally 

have space for program offices in the same location.  

Recommendation #6: Consider an alternative office space that would accommodate all staff 

working in one location and increase the privacy and ease of access for survivors accessing 

our support services.  
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Appendix 1: AMS SASC Individual Team Member Ratings 

Self-Assessment 

Section 

Team Ratings 

Part 1: Mission 

1.1 Program & Services 

Mission 

1.5 1.5 2 2 1 2 2 2 

1.2 Mission Statement 0 1 1 2 0 IE 1 1 

Part 2: Program and Services 

2.1 Program & Services 

Goals 

1.5 1 2 2 0 1 2 1 

2.2 Program 

Information & Services 

IE IE DNA 1 2 2 2 2 

2.3 Program Structure 

& Framework 

2 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 

2.4 Program Design  0.5 1 2 1 1 2 DNA 1 

Part 3: Student Learning, Development, and Success 

3.1 Program 

Contribution to 

Student Learning, 

1 1 1 1 DNA DNA 2 1 
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Development, & 

Success 

3.2 Student Learning & 

Development Domains 

& Dimensions 

0 DNA DNA DNA DNA DNA DNA 1 

3.3 Assessment of 

Student Learning and 

Development 

0 DNA 1 DNA DNA DNA DNA 1 

Part 4: Assessment 

4.1 Establishing a 

Culture of Assessment 

1 0 0 IE IE 1 2 1 

4.2 Program Goals, 

Outcomes, and 

Objectives  

1.5 1.5 0 1 1 IE 2 1 

4.3 Assessment Plan & 

Process 

0 0 DNA 1 IE/DNA 1 IE 0 

4.4 Gathering Evidence IE IE DNA 1 1 1 IE 1 

4.5 Review and 

Interpret Findings 

IE IE DNA 1 DNA 1 2 1 
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4.6 Reporting Results 

and Implementing 

Improvement 

IE IE DNA 1 DNA 2 2 1 

Part 5: Access, Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion 

5.1 Inclusive & 

Equitable Educational 

& Work Environments  

2 2 IE 2 2 2 2 2 

5.2 Organizational 

Aspects of Access, 

Equity, Diversity, and 

Inclusion 

1.5  1.5 DNA 2 2 2 2 2 

5.3 Advocating for 

Access, Equity, 

Diversity & Inclusion 

2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 

5.4 Implementing 

Access, Equity, 

Diversity, and Inclusion 

1 1 DNA 1 2 1 2 1 

Part 6: Leadership, Management and Supervision 

6.1 Leadership 2 2 DNA 2 IE 2 2 2 

6.2 Management 2 2 2 2 IE 2 2 2 

6.3 Supervision 2 2 DNA 2 2 2 2 2 
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6.4 Strategic Planning 1 0 1 0 1 IE IE 0 

Part 7: Human Resources 

7.1 Staffing & Support 1 1 DNA 2 2 2 2 1 

7.2 Employment 

Practices 

1 1 DNA 2 2 1 2 2 

7.3 Personnel Training 

& Development  

1 1 DNA 

 

2 1 2 2 1 

7.4 Paraprofessional 

Development 

2 2 DNA 2 2 IE 2 2 

Part 8: Collaboration and Communication 

8.1 Collaboration 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

8.2 Communication 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 

8.3 Procedures & 

Guidelines 

0 0 1 1 DNA 2 2 1 

Part 9: Ethics, Law, and Policy 

9.1 Ethical Statements IE IE DNA 2 1 IE 2 2 

9.2 Ethical Practice 1.5 IE DNA 2 2 2 2 2 
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9.3 Legal Obligations & 

Responsibilities 

IE IE DNA 2 IE 2 2 2 

9.4 Policies & 

Procedures 

IE IE DNA 2 2 2 2 2 

9.5 Communication of 

Ethical & Legal 

Obligations  

IE IE DNA 2 2 2 2 2 

9.6 Addressing 

Harassment & Hostile 

Environments 

2 2 DNA 

 

2 2 2 2 2 

Part 10: Financial Resources 

10.1 Funding 1 1 2 1 DNA IE 0 1 

10.2 Financial Planning 2 IE 1 IE DNA IE 2 1 

10.3 Financial 

Management 

IE IE IE IE DNA IE 2 2 

Part 11: Technology 

11.1 Systems 

Management 

1.5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

11.2 User Engagement 1 1 IE 1 1 2 1 1 
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11.3 Compliance & 

Information Security 

IE 2 2 2 DNA 2 IE 2 

11.4 Communication 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 

Part 12: Facilities & Infrastructure 

12.1 Design of Facilities 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 

12.2 Work Space 1.5 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 

12.3 Equipment 

Acquisition  

IE IE IE 2 DNA IE 2 2 

12.4 Facilities & 

Equipment Use 

IE IE IE 2 DNA 2 2 2 

 

 

 

 


